Chapter 2: Media Relations

Your Best Adviser for Crisis Planning:
A Working TV Journalist
By Dick Pirozzolo and Barry Nolan

W

hen PR firms develop crisis
communication plans, they
sometimes fall into the trap of
repeating the old Madison Avenue
story about how the ad agency created the perfect
ads for a new dog food. The agency had designed
the perfect logo and packaging, and the brand
name was perfect along with the slogan.
The only problem was, the dogs didn't like the
food.
The same goes for PR professionals who try to
help their organizations or clients train for or
handle a crisis without getting advice from current
practicing TV journalists.
It’s a mistake to do all of the planning and
executive training by working exclusively with
other PR pros—many of whom may possess only
rudimentary video skills. Of course, lots of PR pros
are former journalists and feel they can handle
it all on their own. But, no matter how savvy they
once were as journalists, when they implement the
campaign, they discover too late that they are out
of touch with today’s newsrooms and 24/7 news
cycle. Their crisis plan falls short: the journalists
(the dogs) don't like it.
Bring in The TV Journalist
Input from a TV journalist who is current in
today's broadcasting environment can take your
client or chief executive to a far higher level of
capability and deliver tremendous insight into how
the crisis will look—not from the shareholders’ and
management’s viewpoint—but from the journalists'
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The higher the stakes, the more carefully
and thoroughly you should prepare.
perspective. If you do decide to hire a practicing
journalist for training, rather than hiring one who
used to be a reporter or anchor, look for journalists
who do some training in addition to their daily or
weekly appearances on broadcast or cable TV. One
place to start is with people you see appearing on
cable or broadcast TV as expert commentators or
anchors.
TV sometimes gets short shrift with so much
focus today on social media. In addition to being
up to the minute in TV, working TV journalists
are also savvy when it comes to understanding the
convergence—and interplay—between TV, social
media and digital PR. This is especially true when
the news is bad. Frankly, if you can master TV,
working with bloggers, social media outlets, print
journalists and radio hosts will become far more
comfortable.
TV journalists also understand their media
peers and their perspective on covering the
news. Sometimes having a client hear it from a
journalist rather than their own PR counselor adds
credibility.
Two Camps
TV journalists know that the two biggest hurdles
to a great TV appearance break down into two
camps: Really bad reporters and really good
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reporters:
Really Bad Reporters. One of the things really
bad reporters tend to do in a crisis involving a
corporation is “play to the cheap seats.” They will
often incorporate either highly speculative or
highly judgmental words and phrases into their
questions. “Are you going to stop using ‘pink slime’
– yes or no?”
“Are you going to take measures to prevent such
outrageously risky investments in the future that
put the burden on the taxpayer?”
They will demand answers. They may talk very
loudly with a kind of angry intensity that can
aggravate your CEO. And if your CEO does get
mad, or plays the victim card, the bad reporter will
have won.
Bad reporters wish to appear to their audience
as crusading truth tellers—even though it may be
far too early to know the truth. The bad reporter
wishes to appear unafraid of confronting those
who have done something wrong with the horrid
effects of their crime. What the bad reporter
wants most of all, is to make someone powerful or
famous get flustered, feel sorry for themselves or
lose their temper. And that’s because that’s what
makes great TV. It can go viral, be linked to on the
Drudge Report, be uploaded to YouTube and be
splashed out on Twitter in a matter of minutes.
Reporters who take this approach tend to be
younger, working in smaller markets, or employed
by news outlets with a known tabloid approach to
story telling.
So, be ready. Take deep breaths—remember
your happy place and do not lose your temper.
Be ready to spot embedded negative assumptions
in questions. In the example above—it is an
embedded assumption that pink slime is a valid
description of the lean meat trimmings that are a
part of your product.
If someone uses this approach—calmly and
thoughtfully point out the unproven assumptions
of the question. You also don't have to answer
speculative questions. “If it is shown that pink slime
causes health problems, will you stop using it?”
In these cases, just bridge to a point you want to
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The Words We (Shouldn't) Use
People in business speak mostly to other business
people, using words like “float” or “profit margin” or
“executive compensation.”
But when trouble comes, those words can grate
on a public impacted by an oil spill, plant closing or
having their credit card hacked. On-air training gives
the PR counselor a chance to red flag the industry
lingo before real interview occurs. The TV trainer can
challenge the use of such terms to show how they can
box in news source. For example, “What do you mean
‘corporations are people’? What do they eat?”
Sometimes you just have to hit the answer head
on: How many workers are being laid off. If you say,
“It is an employee restructuring that will reduce the
associate staffing in Boston by 4,000.” The reporter
will then ask, “How is an employee restructuring
different from massive layoffs?” Better to call a layoff
a layoff than let the answer linger for 10 seconds
instead of 40 and then be repeated on YouTube.
There are some minefield words and phrases to
avoid. Although they may play well to your “base of
supporters” in a crisis, they signal to others a political
position they may not share. And they will view any
message with some distrust. A minor change in the
wording can make your message more likely to be
considered by a wider cross section of the public.
— Dick Pirozzolo and Barry Nolan

make, “The real importance is that children will be
deprived of a nutritious product that …”
You don't have to share their assumptions. But
you do have to share their wish to find out just
what happened and what went wrong. Don't just
deny all blame unless you know with iron bound
certainty that it was not your fault. If you start
feeling sorry for yourself—take a break. You are
well paid, you have a nice car, a good job and a
loving family. Saying, “I’d like my life back,” while
someone somewhere else is suffering will play
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badly. Don’t play the victim card.
Really Good Reporters. They have been
Say This Not That
there before. They know how to speak fluent
Instead of saying, "Over regulation," say,
corporatese. They understand your business
“Unnecessary rules.”
and your industry, often specializing in finance,
Instead of saying, “We all have to take risks to have
healthcare, heavy industry, religion—you name it.
the energy we need” (during a nuclear meltdown), say,
While waiting for your press conference to begin—
“To have the energy we all need, some level of risk is
they have already been gathering information.
simply unavoidable.”
They have someone in the newsroom monitoring
Instead of saying, “average people,” say, “hardthe competition and the 24/7 cable news shows
working
American families.”
and sending them text messages of the latest
Instead of saying, “hysteria” as in “hysteria over
developments and updates on the damage that the
pink slime,” say, “Understandable, yet unwarranted
crisis has caused. Disgruntled former employees
concerns.”
are sending them tips.
Instead of saying, “The mainstream media,” say,
They have already Googled your CEO. They
“in some carelessly written accounts” or, “inaccurate
can read a balance sheet and quarterly report
reports.”
and know what he made last year and what your
Instead of saying, “No Comment,” say, “We are still
corporate profits have been and they have read
looking
in to all the facts in this case and will brief
all of your press, bad and good. Don't try to baffle
them with high-blown corporate speak or play
you at 3 p.m. when we know more.” Or, bridge to the
the “if you understood business, you would be an
question you want to answer with, “The real issue in
executive and not a reporter,” or “the media is
this situation is…”
just out to get us” card. They will take you apart.
Instead of saying, “Yes or No,” keep in mind that
Remember the biggest lesson of Watergate. It’s the
one word answers won't make the cut or will live on
cover-up that kills you.
in infamy. As with Newt Gingrich's answer regarding
If they ask you a question you can't answer—don't
whether he thought Mitt Romney lied, "yes," instead of
try to guess. Say: “That's a good question, I will find
a one-word answer, explain what you mean.
out the answer and I will get back to you.” And
Instead of saying, “Union bosses and rank and file,”
then do it. If you don’t, they will tear you apart. If
use the appropriate titles “executive director” or
you can’t ever answer the question, explain why,
“president” and “managers.” Don’t make new enemies
“The case is being investigated,” or “the answer
while you play to your friends for sympathy.
would give our competition an unfair advantage.”
Instead of saying, “we are downsizing,” say, “We are
Take a look at how Jamie Dimon responded to
forced to make these painful changes if we hope to
the loss of $2 billion by JP Morgan Chase. Dimon
successfully compete.” This approach expresses more
told NBC's Meet the Press that “We made a terrible,
of a “we are all in this together” message.
egregious mistake.” Then he added, “There's
almost no excuse for it.” He shouldn’t have used
— Dick Pirozzolo and Barry Nolan
the modifier though. A simple: “There is no excuse
for it.” would have been better. Dimon, though,
does get a solid B+.
Finally, feel the gravity of the situation—and let it know that being truly remorseful for the duration
of a crisis is a lot harder than you can ever imagine.
show in your face, in your voice, and in your body
language. If remorse is called for, show it, feel it
It Takes a Team
and acknowledge it. And then be ready to do it
The higher the stakes, the more carefully
again tomorrow, and tomorrow and tomorrow. And
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and thoroughly you should prepare. Training
should start before the crisis and be repeated at
least annually. We recommend bringing in an
experienced team of a PR consultant, a reporter/
consultant and a video crew and essentially wargame the worst-case scenarios.
Have the crew tape aggressive interviews under
a number of different circumstances and then
review the results. Have them ambush your CEO
in the parking lot. Have the CEO practice doing
a remote interview where there is no human in
the room—just the unblinking red eye above the
camera lens. It is different than talking to a warm
body. Successful communicators need to get used
to it.
An experienced reporter will ask questions in a
way that is designed to make you uncomfortable,
questions you may not have thought of, questions
you might not like. One of the things NASA
used to do to train astronauts was to sit them in a
simulator and just have them experience, again
and again and again, the noise, vibration and the
huge adrenaline surge of take-off. This was done
so that when the real liftoff happened, no one was
going to end up screaming, “Oh my God, what is
that noise? We’re all going to die!”
Bad Messaging
There’s another component that comes entirely
from the organization’s side and it’s called “really
bad messaging.” It can turn a manageable crisis
into an unmitigated disaster.
Remember Katrina. Brownie did not really do
a good job. Remember Bill Clinton. He did have
sex with that woman. Remember Richard Nixon.
Watergate was not a second rate burglary. Each
statement was made for totally different reasons.
And yet they are all similar. They seemed like good
ideas to somebody at the time and they were not
true. Never lie. Listen to criticism with patience
and acknowledge the concerns of others with
respect. Show remorse when others are suffering.
Breathe deeply.
Everyone on the crisis response team should
have a copy of a handy directory assembled in
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calmer times with the home and cell phone
numbers of everyone who might possibly provide
answers and information during a crisis. And there
should be a designated team monitoring the news,
the Internet, Facebook, the Twitter, Flickr and
whatever they invent tomorrow morning. A Twitter
bomb can be deadly if it begins to trend and you
are caught unaware. If a reporter leaves you a
message to please call him, Google him first and
read his or her latest story.
You are in the middle of a crisis and a crisis
implies that real damage has been done to
someone somewhere. That someone is likely to
appear to be a more sympathetic figure than you.
You are wearing a nice suit and tie—you make a lot
of money and you are currently just experiencing
the wrath of TV and print reporters—not a mine
cave-in or a birth defect linked to a new drug. It
may be unpleasant. Remember, nasty questions
won’t kill you, but not being prepared can make
you wish you were dead.
Maximize Training Time With a Pro Video
Production Team
When setting up a training session, PR pros may
be tempted to grab the video camera used to shoot
shot the kids’ birthday parties and videotape the
client or CEO. Bad move. It just doesn’t prepare
for the tension and crush of a real live TV interview
situation in which the studio or location can fill
up with production people and techs. Considering
the valuable time the boss is putting into training,
doesn't it make more sense to come away with
an experience that actually replicates a real TV
interview?
In addition to retaining a working TV journalists
to play the role of reporter and act as coach we
recommend first-rate, broadcast-quality video.
“Whenever we are called on to provide video for a
training session, we always think about long-term
needs for the client and how they can get the most
out of the time we spend together,” says Marc
Nager owner of Creative Media Group in Natick,
MA who produces video for everything from
training to news and feature items for broadcast.
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Here is what we recommend: Before you even
begin the formal training, give the boss practice
with an Ambush Interview. We tell the CEO to
show up at 10 AM for training and then work
with his PA to find out where he or she will be at
9:30 - perhaps getting out of a car on the way to
the office. We look for a spot where the lighting
will be harshest. We make the questions aggressive
and having a real journalist asking the questions
enhances the reality. Most “trainees” will get caught
up in the moment and play along. The ambush
provides a benchmark—great before and after
evaluation.
Plan the training day to maximize the number
of situations. How many different situations can
you create that are likely to come up for the
executives – a studio environment at the company,
behind the desk, in front of the building, interview
with a hostile co-guest, and a “remote” where the
journalists ask questions through an earpiece and
are unseen by the client.
Apply some common tricks, like saying the
interview is over but keep the camera running.
Ask the CEO about his golf game and then
demonstrate how a discussion of ones handicap
can be used against the organization during a
crisis. “While the water table is being polluted the
only thing green on this CEOs mind is the putting
green at his private country club.”
Script a hostile co-guest for a mock talk show.
Have the guest talk over your client and dispute
his statements to see how he reacts. Get the
client thinking, that no matter what, the hostile
guest is not your audience. Put the focus on your
stakeholders and ignore the outrageous comments.
Get some footage of your organization’s
operation and make it available – often called
B-roll. When someone complained that
hypodermic needles were being found in cans of
cola, the company distributed B-roll showing the
cans being sealed at the speed of light. No one
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could possibly tamper with the produce as it moved
along at breakneck speed.
Think visually. Most managers are word and
number people and seldom think about the
visual elements of their presentation or the sound
quality for that matter. If the CEO is going to be
in business dress then formal business attire - ties
for men - is in order. Don't try to make the CEO
look casual by taking off his tie while wearing
a pinstriped suit or monogrammed shirt with
cufflinks.
Scrutinize the CEOs office. See it the way a
reporter would. Family pictures are great for
humanizing the boss in a crisis. Unless you are
cultivating an image akin to Richard Branson
or Ted Turner, get rid of pictures of the boss in
a yacht race, flying his own Citation or in the
winners' circle at Kentucky Derby.
Get a custom fit earpiece for the CEO. We
have all seen on air guests fiddling with an ill
fitting earpiece that was just handed to them by a
production staffer.
Do at least one session for radio while the
resources or on hand. This gives you the PR person
a chance to sit by and hand notes to the CEO
containing suggested answers.
Think “multi-purpose” and you will come away
from training with at least a 2-minute video
that communicates the Chief Executive and
organization's personality and post it. It will pay off
when a crisis occurs, as journalists will go to your
Web site to check out the players ahead of time. No
matter what, it is harder for a reporter to be ultra
tough on someone they feel they know, respect and
is forthcoming. PRN
Barry Nolan is formerly the communications director
of the Congressional Joint Economic Committee and is
a frequest television host and on-air contributor. Dick
Pirozzolo founded Pirozzolo Company PR in Boston. He
has handled multiple crisis communication efforts.
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